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INSTRUCTION: Write the answer Jffin Orr,

Q-f Suppose G be a group and a and
ab'=h'a;foreach neN.

page of Answer sheet.

b are elements o{. G with ab = ba then prove that

ORQ-l Prove that an erement [m] in Z,hasa murtipricative inverse iff (m,n) : J.Q'2 Define group Prove tnat irre set G of rational numbers other than 1 with operation@ such that a@6= a+b*ab for a,beG isan abeliangroup.

Q-Z Det'ine: Subgroup, Index. 
OR

State and prove Lagrange,s theorem for finite group. i
Q-r Define Normar ,rbgroJp. prou" that a subgrorp rr "rc is a normar subgroup ofG if and only if aHa-t c I/ for each a e G .

ORQ-3 
ffii 

exampre of a non-commutative group G , each of whose subgroups is

Q-4 Define Kernelof a homomorphism between two groups. prove that the kerner of ahomomorphism is a normal subgroup. - o'-*

OR
Q-4 F<lr the cyclic group G = {e,a,az ,o3 ,..,,ar. / aro = e} of order 24Obtain (i) Orders of subgroups generated by or ,a,, ,a,2 and(ii) All the generators of G.

Answer the followingquestions in short.
QUIZ

(1) ln Z, , the congruence class modulo 7,the inverse of [5] is _-__

(a) t1l (b) t3l (c) tsl (d) does not exist(2) Q@) is an even for n=
(a) 1 (b) I t.t 3 (d) none of these(3) Fora,b, ceG,where G isa group; (abc)-t = __*
(a) a b c {b) o-t6-rr-t (c) c-tb-ta-t (d) none ofthese(4) The set G of arr rear numbers erc"pt -r. forms a group under the binary operation * defined bya*b=a + b + a b. The identityelement of this group is-___(a) t(s) The number':':i:'*i':"""flT:,:10 

or.ll],," r,"ffi:,"i-,-:-l',"n" ,,,oer or reft cosets(a) greater than (b) equal to (c) less than (d) none ofthese


